Carbon ls ionization potentials, relative to that of methane (290.8 eV), have been measured for CH 3
• I .. 6 However, rio systematic study of carbon compounds' has yet appeared. As part of such a study, I report here the carbon ls bind- The binding energies of the various compounds were determined by 8 irradiating gaseous samples with magnesium K x rays(l253.6 eV).
The kinetic . a energies of the photoelectrons were measured in an iron-free double focusing spectrometer of 50-cm radius. 9 The kinetic energy EK of an electron is related to its binding energy Eb by conservation of energy:
In order to measure the shifts accurately, I ran two samples to- Presumably any differential pressure dependence of two compounds run together is substantially less than this. The chlorine 2s binding energy is very close to the carbon ls binding energy in fluoroform and. was measured relative to it. A spectrum showing the carbon ls line from fluoroformtogether with the carbon ls and chlorine 2s lines of dichloromethane is given in Fig. l. A spectrum of the fluorine ls lines in tetrafluoromethane and fluoromethane is shown in Figure 2 . In these figures the solid curves represent least squares fits to the data assuming gaussian peak shapes and a constant background. The difference in width between.the two fluorine peaks is striking.
•
The measured binding energies for carbon ls electrons are given relative to that for methane(290.8 ev) 5 in Table I , together with the absolute values for the fluorine ls electrons and chlorine 2s electrons. There is, therefore, an additional relaxation energy of about 2.1 eV per fluorine. We can make a rather crude estimate of the relaxation energy due to polarisation of the ligands by considering the interaction between a positive charge, +e, and a polarisable atom at a distance r from the charge.
Because of the polarisation of the atom, the total energy of the system is lowered by an amount . :
• Figure I 6E = qe r + e ~ a. R.
• '"l. 
For all systems considered here, the first of these expressions applies. • -17- 
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